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Life from Scratch A Memoir of Food, Family, and Forgiveness National Geographic Books Witty, warm, and poignant, food blogger Sasha Martin's memoir about cooking her way to happiness and self-acceptance is a culinary journey like no other. Over the course of 195
weeks, food writer and blogger Sasha Martin set out to cook--and eat--a meal from every country in the world. As cooking unlocked the memories of her rough-and-tumble childhood and the loss and heartbreak that came with it, Martin became more determined than
ever to ﬁnd peace and elevate her life through the prism of food and world cultures. From the tiny, makeshift kitchen of her eccentric, creative mother, to a string of foster homes, to the house from which she launched her own cooking adventure, Martin's heartfelt,
brutally honest memoir reveals the power of cooking to bond, to empower, and to heal--and celebrates the simple truth that happiness is created from within. "This beautifully written book is both poignant and uplifting. Not to mention delicious. It's an amazing family
tale that reminds me of The Glass Castle, but with more food. And not just any food: We're talking cinnamon raisin pizza." --A.J. Jacobs, author of The Year of Living Biblically "Life From Scratch is an unconventional love story. This beautiful book begins with the quest of
cooking a meal from every country--a noble feat of it's own!--but then turns it into something far beyond a kitchen adventure. Be prepared to be changed as you experience Sasha's journey for yourself." --Chris Guillebeau, author of The Happiness Pursuit From the
Hardcover edition. Cooking as Fast as I Can A Chef’s Story of Family, Food, and Forgiveness Simon and Schuster Remarkably candid, compulsively readable, renowned chef Cat Cora’s no-holds-barred memoir on Southern life, Greek heritage, same sex marriage, and the
meals that have shaped her memories. Before she became a celebrated chef, Cathy Cora was just a girl from Jackson, Mississippi, where days were slow and every meal was made from scratch. Her passion for the kitchen started in her home, where she spent her days
internalizing the dishes that would form the cornerstone of her cooking philosophy incorporating her Greek heritage and Southern upbringing—from crispy fried chicken and honey-drenched biscuits to spanakopita. But outside the kitchen, Cat’s life was volatile. In
Cooking as Fast as I Can, Cat Cora reveals, for the ﬁrst time, coming-of-age experiences from early childhood sexual abuse to the realities of life as a lesbian in the deep South. She shares how she found her passion in the kitchen and went on to attend the prestigious
Culinary Institute of America and apprentice under Michelin star chefs in France. After her big break as a co-host on the Food Network’s Melting Pot, Cat broke barriers by becoming the ﬁrst-ever female Iron Chef. Cooking as Fast as I Can chronicles the diﬃculties and
triumphs Cora experienced on the path to becoming a chef. She writes movingly about how she found courage and redemption in the dark truths of her past and about how she found solace in the kitchen and work, how her passion for cooking helped her to overcome
hardships and ultimately ﬁnd happiness at home and became a wife and a mother to four boys. Above all, this is an utterly engrossing story about the grit and grace it takes to achieve your dreams. Breaking Night A Memoir of Forgiveness, Survival, and My Journey
from Homeless to Harvard Hachette Books In the vein of The Glass Castle, Breaking Night is the stunning memoir of a young woman who at age ﬁfteen was living on the streets, and who eventually made it into Harvard. Liz Murray was born to loving but drug-addicted
parents in the Bronx. In school she was taunted for her dirty clothing and lice-infested hair, eventually skipping so many classes that she was put into a girls' home. At age ﬁfteen, Liz found herself on the streets. She learned to scrape by, foraging for food and riding
subways all night to have a warm place to sleep. When Liz's mother died of AIDS, she decided to take control of her own destiny and go back to high school, often completing her assignments in the hallways and subway stations where she slept. Liz squeezed four years
of high school into two, while homeless; won a New York Times scholarship; and made it into the Ivy League. Breaking Night is an unforgettable and beautifully written story of one young woman's indomitable spirit to survive and prevail, against all odds. Crazy in the
Kitchen Food, Feuds, and Forgiveness in an Italian American Family Bloomsbury Publishing USA During Louise DeSalvo's childhood in 1950s New Jersey, the kitchen becomes the site for ﬁerce generational battle. Louise's step-grandmother insists on recreating the
domestic habits of her Southern Italian peasant upbringing, clashing with Louise's convenience-food-loving mother; Louise, meanwhile, dreams of cooking perfect fresh pasta in her own kitchen. But as Louise grows up to indulge in amazing food and travels to Italy
herself, she arrives at a fuller and more compassionate picture of her own roots. And, in the process, she reveals that our image of the bounteous Italian American kitchen may exist in part to mask a sometimes painful history. Louise DeSalvo is a writer, professor,
lecturer, and scholar who lives in New Jersey. Her many books include the memoirs Vertigo, Breathless, and Adultery; the acclaimed biography Virginia Woolf: The Impact of Childhood Sexual Abuse on her Life and Work; and Writing as a Way of Healing. Recently, she
edited Woolf's early novel Melymbrosia and coedited The Milk of Almonds: Italian American Women Writers on Food and Culture. A Book Sense 76 pick in hardcover "Louise DeSalvo packs about six courses of emotional wallop into her slim memoir...[A] tough,
courageous story, one of hard-won wisdom and memory."-San Francisco Chronicle "Illuminate[s] the diﬃculties of reconciling past and present...DeSalvo celebrates the table of her ancestors by savoring her own rediscovered history."-New York Times Book Review The
Oﬃcer's Daughter A Memoir of Family and Forgiveness HarperCollins "The Oﬃcer’s Daughter is a masterpiece. More than that, it's the perfect book for our troubled time. Johnson has written the deepest, most emotionally resonant understanding of forgiveness and
justice I have ever read."—Darin Strauss, bestselling author of Half a Life The author reﬂects on a terrible tragedy that forever altered the fabric of her family in this remarkable memoir, a heart-wrenching story of love, violence, coming of age, secrets, justice, and
forgiveness. When she was sixteen, Elle Johnson lived in Queens with her family; she dreamed of being best friends with her popular, cool cousin Karen from the Bronx. Coming from a family of black law enforcement oﬃcers, Elle felt that Karen would understand her in
a way no one else could. Elle’s father was a highly protective, at times overbearing, parole oﬃcer; her uncle, Karen’s dad, was a homicide detective. On an ordinary night, the Johnson family’s lives were changed forever. Karen was shot and killed in a robbery gone
wrong at the Burger King where she worked. The NYPD and FBI launched a cross-country manhunt to ﬁnd the killers, and the subsequent trials and media circus marked the end of Elle's childhood innocence. Thirty years later, Elle was living in Los Angeles and working
as a television writer, including on many police procedural shows, when she received an unexpected request. One of Karen’s killers was eligible for parole, and her older brother asked Elle to write a letter to the parole board arguing against his release. Elle realized
that before she could condemn a man she’d never met to remain in prison, she had to face the hard truths of her own past: of a family who didn’t speak of the murder and its devastating eﬀect, of the secrets they buried, of a complicated father she never truly
understood. The Oﬃcer's Daughter is a piercing memoir that explores with unﬂinching honesty what parents can and cannot do to protect their children, the reverberations of violence on survivors’ lives, and the overwhelming power of forgiveness, even in the face of
unspeakable tragedy. Licking the Spoon A Memoir of Food, Family, and Identity Seal Press Recipes and cookbooks, meals and mouthfuls have framed the way Candace Walsh sees the world for as long as she can remember, from her frosting-spackled childhood to her
meat-eschewing college years to her post-college phase as a devoted Martha Stewart's Entertaining disciple. In Licking the Spoon, Walsh tells how, lacking role models in her early life, she turned to cookbook authors real and ﬁctitious (Betty Crocker, Martha Stewart,
Mollie Katzen, Daniel Boulud, and more) to learn, unlearn, and redeﬁne her own womanhood. Through the lens of food, Walsh recounts her life's journey?from unhappy adolescent to straight-identiﬁed wife and mother to divorcée in a same-sex relationship?and she
throws in some dishy revelations, a-ha moments, take-home tidbits, and mouth-watering recipes for good measure. A surprising and rambunctiously liberating tale of cooking and eating, loving and being loved, Licking the Spoon is the story of how?accompanied by
pivotal recipes, cookbooks, culinary movements, and guides?one woman learned that you can not only recover but blossom after a comically horrible childhood if you just have the right recipes, a little luck, and an appetite for life's next meal. My Fat Dad A Memoir of
Food, Love, and Family, with Recipes Penguin From the author of the New York Times Well Blog series, My Fat Dad Every story and every memory from my childhood is attached to food… Dawn Lerman spent her childhood constantly hungry. She craved good food as her
father, 450 pounds at his heaviest, pursued endless fad diets, from Atkins to Pritikin to all sorts of freeze-dried, saccharin-laced concoctions, and insisted the family do the same—even though no one else was overweight. Dawn’s mother, on the other hand, could barely
be bothered to eat a can of tuna over the sink. She was too busy ferrying her other daughter to acting auditions and scolding Dawn for cleaning the house (“Whom are you trying to impress?”). It was chaotic and lonely, but Dawn had someone she could turn to: her
grandmother Beauty. Those days spent with Beauty, learning to cook, breathing in the scents of fresh dill or sharing the comfort of a warm pot of chicken soup, made it all bearable. Even after Dawn’s father took a prestigious ad job in New York City and moved the
family away, Beauty would send a card from Chicago every week—with a recipe, a shopping list, and a twenty-dollar bill. She continued to cultivate Dawn’s love of wholesome food, and ultimately taught her how to make her own way in the world—one recipe at a time.
In My Fat Dad, Dawn reﬂects on her colorful family and culinary-centric upbringing, and how food shaped her connection to her family, her Jewish heritage, and herself. Humorous and compassionate, this memoir is an ode to the incomparable satisfaction that comes
with feeding the ones you love. On the Way to Casa Lotus A Memoir of Family, Art, Injury, and Forgiveness Lorena Junco Margain¿passionate art collector and devoted wife and mother¿is already shaken after abruptly ﬂeeing Mexico and relocating in the USA with her
family while pregnant due to safety concerns. Then, she learns she has a tumor on her adrenal gland. Having long experienced unexplained symptoms of dizziness and lethargy that neither medications nor holistic or Ayurvedic treatments have helped, she embraces
the news with tears of relief: with a simple surgery, she can regain her strength and joyful spirit. But fate can be mischievous, and to err is human¿even for surgeons. Rather than improve after surgery, her condition worsens. On the Way to Casa Lotus is the gripping
true story of Junco Margain¿s journey coming to terms with the permanent consequences of a surgeon¿s devastating mistake. Mindful that even good people make errors and that vengeance would not mend her broken body or soul, she chooses instead to embark on a
quest for peace and healing¿beginning by seeking space in her heart to forgive. You Don't Look Like Anyone I Know A True Story of Family, Face Blindness, and Forgiveness Penguin An unusual and uncommonly moving family memoir, with a twist that give new meaning
to hindsight, insight, and forgiveness. Heather Sellers is face-blind-that is, she has prosopagnosia, a rare neurological condition that prevents her from reliably recognizing people's faces. Growing up, unaware of the reason for her perpetual confusion and anxiety, she
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took what cues she could from speech, hairstyle, and gait. But she sometimes kissed a stranger, thinking he was her boyfriend, or failed to recognize even her own father and mother. She feared she must be crazy. Yet it was her mother who nailed windows shut and
covered them with blankets, made her daughter walk on her knees to spare the carpeting, had her practice secret words to use in the likely event of abduction. Her father went on weeklong "ﬁshing trips" (aka benders), took in drifters, wore panty hose and bras under
his regular clothes. Heather clung to a barely coherent story of a "normal" childhood in order to survive the one she had. That fairy tale unraveled two decades later when Heather took the man she would marry home to meet her parents and began to discover the truth
about her family and about herself. As she came at last to trust her own perceptions, she learned the gift of perspective: that embracing the past as it is allows us to let it go. And she illuminated a deeper truth-that even in the most ﬂawed circumstances, love may be
seen and felt. Watch a Video Forgiveness A Memoir Simon and Schuster “I wrote this book not to dismiss a rumor but to share something much more important: my journey to forgiveness.” Chiquis Rivera is a singer and the daughter of the late music superstar Jenni
Rivera. In Forgiveness, her memoir, Chiquis bravely reveals the abuse she suﬀered at the hands of her father during her childhood and the diﬃculties she’s faced in her personal life as a result. Despite growing up marked by the wounds of abuse, she eventually
conquered her fear of love andintimacy. The story within these pages also recounts what caused the distance between her and her mother toward the end of Jenni’s life. In Forgiveness, Chiquis brings to light truths that she wishes she had been able to reveal to Jenni.
Two years after her mother’s death, Chiquis answers the most diﬃcult questions: Was she able to make peace with Jenni? And in this story of triumph and tragedy, who is most in need of forgiveness? Life from Scratch Family Traditions That Start with You HarperCollins
From the television host, actress, and mother of three, a fabulous collection of season-by-season recipes, holiday hacks, birthday rituals, and date night ideas for creating wonderful family celebrations and cherished memories. Television personality Vanessa Lachey is
a dedicated mom of three, a supportive wife to singer Nick Lachey, and someone who freely shares her “perfectly imperfect” home and family life. But like many people, Vanessa didn’t come from a family whose traditions were passed down from generation to
generation. Her mom left when she was nine, and when she began her own family, Vanessa had to rely on her own imagination to create celebrations and milestone markers that would become annual rituals. In Life from Scratch, Vanessa shares personal stories, ideas,
delicious recipes, and parenting tips you can use to make your own celebrations unique and unforgettable. Inside you’ll discover the simple gift-giving custom Vanessa shares with her best girlfriends each year; the date-night tradition that she and Nick swear by; and
her fool-proof recipe for “authentic” Chicken Adobo she serves to family and friends. A fun, uplifting yearlong guide that celebrates families that color outside the lines, Life from Scratch will inspire people to make each season, and each special moment, their own. The
Comfort Food Diaries My Quest for the Perfect Dish to Mend a Broken Heart Simon and Schuster A former "New Yorker" editor chronicles her quest to overcome the convergence of the sudden loss of her brother, being dumped by her ﬁancé, and being evicted from her
apartment by cooking her way across the country while staying with friends and family. Shanghai Faithful Betrayal and Forgiveness in a Chinese Christian Family Rowman & Littleﬁeld Within the next decade, China could be home to more Christians than any country in the
world. Through the 150-year saga of a single family, this book vividly dramatizes the remarkable religious evolution of the world’s most populous nation. Shanghai Faithful is both a touching family memoir and a chronicle of the astonishing spread of Christianity in
China. Five generations of the Lin family—buﬀeted by history’s crosscurrents and personal strife—bring to life an epoch that is still unfolding. A compelling cast—a poor ﬁsherman, a doctor who treated opium addicts, an Ivy League–educated priest, and the charismatic
preacher Watchman Nee—sets the book in motion. Veteran journalist Jennifer Lin takes readers from remote nineteenth-century mission outposts to the thriving house churches and cathedrals of today’s China. The Lin family—and the book’s central ﬁgure, the
Reverend Lin Pu-chi—oﬀer witness to China’s tumultuous past, up to and beyond the betrayals and madness of the Cultural Revolution, when the family’s resolute faith led to years of suﬀering. Forgiveness and redemption bring the story full circle. With its sweep of
history and the intimacy of long-hidden family stories, Shanghai Faithful oﬀers a fresh look at Christianity in China—past, present, and future. Bittersweet Lessons From My Mother's Kitchen A&C Black An unforgettable tale of family, food and love First Impressions Oﬀ
Screen Conversations with a Bachelor on Race, Family, and Forgiveness Worthy Books Matt James, the ﬁrst Black bachelor on ABC’s beloved television show, The Bachelor, shares his views on the controversial topics that deﬁned his season and confronts matters of race,
opportunity, and his biracial identity head on. When The Bachelor franchise announced Matt James as the ﬁrst Black lead, it was celebrated as long-overdue progress on the primetime show. America fell in love with Matt—the Christian, former NFL athlete, and nonproﬁt
CEO—who charmed millions of viewers each week. But the oﬀ-screen conversations around the show revealed the realities and inescapable challenges of being Black in America and the depth of racism that still exists. On the show, Matt could only go so far in sharing
his own story with America. In First Impressions, Matt shares his views on controversial topics like race and opportunity that deﬁned his season on The Bachelor. Matt lives at the intersection of these important issues and shares the wisdom his experience has granted
him. Matt describes the joys and diﬃculties of being the youngest of two Black sons, raised by a single, working-class, white mother in Raleigh, North Carolina. He elaborates on the spiritual closeness and sense of duty he felt for his mother, but also the complex
relationships he had with the many male ﬁgures in his life: his prejudiced, Italian grandfather, who had trouble accepting Matt as his own; his father, whose womanizing and petty crime put strain on the family; and his older brother, who was Matt’s protector in youth,
but who struggled with the long shadow of their father’s legacy. Simultaneously inspirational and informative, First Impressions will leave readers with a deeper understanding of the life experiences that prepared Matt for such a divisive moment in television history.
Murder In Matera A True Story of Passion, Family, and Forgiveness in Southern Italy HarperCollins “A murder mystery, a model of investigative reporting, a celebration of the ﬁerce bonds that hold families together through tragedies…Murder in Matera is a gem.” — San
Francisco Chronicle "Tantalizing" — NPR “A thrilling detective story… Stapinski pursues the study of her family’s criminal genealogy with unexpected emotional results.” — Library Journal A writer goes deep into the heart of Italy to unravel a century-old family mystery
in this spellbinding memoir that blends the suspenseful twists of Making a Murderer and the emotional insight of Elena Ferrante’s Neapolitan Novels. Since childhood, Helene Stapinski heard lurid tales about her great-great-grandmother, Vita. In Southern Italy, she
was a loose woman who had murdered someone. Immigrating to America with three children, she lost one along the way. Helene’s youthful obsession with Vita deepened as she grew up, eventually propelling the journalist to Italy, where, with her own children in tow,
she pursued the story, determined to set the record straight. Finding answers would take Helene ten years and numerous trips to Basilicata, the rural "instep" of Italy’s boot—a mountainous land rife with criminals, superstitions, old-world customs, and desperate
poverty. Though false leads sent her down blind alleys, Helene’s dogged search, aided by a few lucky—even miraculous—breaks and a group of colorful local characters, led her to the truth. Yes, the family tales she’d heard were true: There had been a murder in
Helene’s family, a killing that roiled 1870s Italy. But the identities of the killer and victim weren’t who she thought they were. In revisiting events that happened more than a century before, Helene came to another stunning realization—she wasn’t who she thought she
was, either. Weaving Helene’s own story of discovery with the tragic tale of Vita’s life, Murder in Matera is a literary whodunit and a moving tale of self-discovery that brings into focus a long ago tragedy in a little-known region remarkable for its stunning sunny beauty
and dark buried secrets. The US and the World We Inhabit Cambridge Scholars Publishing Environmental and global outlooks are currently at the center of the most lively and urgent international scholarship. This volume serves to overcome the self-referentiality of
American studies by intersecting the study of American literature and history with the questions and concerns raised by these perspectives. It re-conceptualizes the mutual and shifting positions of center(s) and margin(s), and subject(s) and object(s) in terms of
relation and an inclusive structure of relations based on an ecological ethics. The contributions here explore many methodological hypotheses, ranging from Christa Greve-Vollp’s work on eco-cosmopolitanism to Peter Bardaglio’s report on US climate activism, as well
as the ecocritical and ecofeminist viewpoints of Scott Slovic and Greta Gaard respectively. In addition to contributing to academic discourse, the essays—written by both young and established international scholars, and coherently arranged into four thematic
sections—explore topics that are of interest to the broader public. The issues discussed here include identity and new forms of belonging; migration and the environment; ecolanguage, ecopoetry and ecopoetics; translation and multilingualism; animal studies;
environmental activism; shifting geographies; and ecofeminism. The Sunset Route Freight Trains, Forgiveness, and Freedom on the Rails in the American West Dial Press The unforgettable story of one woman who leaves behind her hardscrabble childhood in Alaska to
travel the country via freight train—a beautiful memoir about forgiveness, self-discovery, and the redemptive power of nature, perfect for fans of Wild or Educated. “An urgent read. A courageous life. Quinn’s story burns through us and bleeds beauty on every
page.”—Noé Álvarez, author of Spirit Run: A 6,000-Mile Marathon Through North America’s Stolen Land After a childhood marked by neglect, poverty, and periods of homelessness, with a mother who believed herself to be the reincarnation of the Virgin Mary, Carrot
Quinn moved out on her own. She found a sense of belonging among straight-edge anarchists who taught her how to traverse the country by freight trains, sleep in ﬁelds under the stars, and feed herself by foraging in dumpsters. Her new life was one of thrilling
adventure and freedom, but still she was haunted by the ghosts of her lonely and traumatic childhood. The Sunset Route is a powerful and brazenly honest adventure memoir set in the unseen corners of the United States—in the Alaskan cold, on trains rattling through
forests and deserts, as well as in low-income apartments and crowded punk houses—following a remarkable protagonist who has witnessed more tragedy than she thought she could ever endure and who must learn to heal her own heart. Ultimately, it is a meditation
on the natural world as a spiritual anchor, and on the ways that forgiveness can set us free. Crying in H Mart A Memoir Knopf A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF THE YEAR • NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • From the indie rockstar of Japanese Breakfast fame, one of
TIME's Most Inﬂuential People of 2022, and author of the viral 2018 New Yorker essay that shares the title of this book, an unﬂinching, powerful memoir about growing up Korean American, losing her mother, and forging her own identity. In this exquisite story of
family, food, grief, and endurance, Michelle Zauner proves herself far more than a dazzling singer, songwriter, and guitarist. With humor and heart, she tells of growing up one of the few Asian American kids at her school in Eugene, Oregon; of struggling with her
mother's particular, high expectations of her; of a painful adolescence; of treasured months spent in her grandmother's tiny apartment in Seoul, where she and her mother would bond, late at night, over heaping plates of food. As she grew up, moving to the East Coast
for college, ﬁnding work in the restaurant industry, and performing gigs with her ﬂedgling band--and meeting the man who would become her husband--her Koreanness began to feel ever more distant, even as she found the life she wanted to live. It was her mother's
diagnosis of terminal cancer, when Michelle was twenty-ﬁve, that forced a reckoning with her identity and brought her to reclaim the gifts of taste, language, and history her mother had given her. Vivacious and plainspoken, lyrical and honest, Zauner's voice is as
radiantly alive on the page as it is onstage. Rich with intimate anecdotes that will resonate widely, and complete with family photos, Crying in H Mart is a book to cherish, share, and reread. Personal Eﬀects Essays on Memoir, Teaching, and Culture in the Work of Louise
DeSalvo Fordham Univ Press Celebrating one of the most important Italian American female authors of our time, Personal Eﬀects oﬀers a lucid view of Louise DeSalvo as a writer who has produced a vast and provocative body of memoir writing, a scholar who has
enriched our understanding of Virginia Woolf, and a teacher who has transformed countless lives. More than an anthology, Personal Eﬀects represents an author case study and an example for modern Italian American interdisciplinary scholarship. Personal Eﬀects
examines DeSalvo’s memoirs as works that push the boundaries of the most controversial genre of the past few decades. In these works, the author fearlessly explores issues such as immigration, domesticity, war, adultery, illness, mental health, sexuality, the
environment, and trauma through the lens of gender, ethnic, and working-class identity. Alongside her groundbreaking scholarship, DeSalvo’s memoirs attest to the power and inﬂuence of this feminist Italian American writer. From Scratch A Memoir of Love, Sicily, and
Finding Home Simon & Schuster Soon to be a limited Netﬂix series starring Zoe Saldana! This Reese Witherspoon Book Club Pick and New York Times bestseller is “a captivating story of love lost and found” (Kirkus Reviews) set in the lush Sicilian countryside, where one
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woman discovers the healing powers of food, family, and unexpected grace in her darkest hours. It was love at ﬁrst sight when actress Tembi met professional chef, Saro, on a street in Florence. There was just one problem: Saro’s traditional Sicilian family did not
approve of his marrying a black American woman. However, the couple, heartbroken but undeterred, forged on. They built a happy life in Los Angeles, with fulﬁlling careers, deep friendships, and the love of their lives: a baby girl they adopted at birth. Eventually, they
reconciled with Saro’s family just as he faced a formidable cancer that would consume all their dreams. From Scratch chronicles three summers Tembi spends in Sicily with her daughter, Zoela, as she begins to piece together a life without her husband in his tiny
hometown hamlet of farmers. Where once Tembi was estranged from Saro’s family, now she ﬁnds solace and nourishment—literally and spiritually—at her mother-in-law’s table. In the Sicilian countryside, she discovers the healing gifts of simple fresh food, the
embrace of a close knit community, and timeless traditions and wisdom that light a path forward. All along the way she reﬂects on her and Saro’s romance—an incredible love story that leaps oﬀ the pages. In Sicily, it is said that every story begins with a marriage or a
death—in Tembi Locke’s case, it is both. “Locke’s raw and heartfelt memoir will uplift readers suﬀering from the loss of their own loved ones” (Publishers Weekly), but her story is also about love, ﬁnding a home, and chasing ﬂavor as an act of remembrance. From
Scratch is for anyone who has dared to reach for big love, fought for what mattered most, and those who needed a powerful reminder that life is...delicious. Food Lit A Reader's Guide to Epicurean Nonﬁction ABC-CLIO An essential tool for assisting leisure readers
interested in topics surrounding food, this unique book contains annotations and read-alikes for hundreds of nonﬁction titles about the joys of comestibles and cooking. Forgiving Our Fathers and Mothers Finding Freedom from Hurt and Hate Thomas Nelson “If our
families are to ﬂourish, we will need to learn and practice ways of forgiving those who have had the greatest impact upon us: our mothers and fathers.” Do you struggle with the deep pain of a broken relationship with a parent? Leslie Leyland Fields and Dr. Jill Hubbard
invite you to walk with them as they explore the following questions: What does the Bible say about forgiveness? Why must we forgive at all? How do we honor those who act dishonorably toward us, especially when those people are as inﬂuential as our parents? Can
we ever break free from the “sins of our fathers”? What does forgiveness look like in the lives of real parents and children? Does forgiveness mean I have to let an estranged parent back into my life? Is it possible to forgive a parent who has passed away? Through the
authors’ own compelling personal stories combined with a fresh look at the Scriptures, Forgiving Our Fathers and Mothers illustrates and instructs in the practice of authentic forgiveness, leading you away from hate and hurt toward healing, hope, and freedom. "A call
to very hard, but very vital, work of the soul." —Dr. Henry Cloud, leadership expert, psychologist, and best-selling author "Forgiving Our Fathers and Mothers is essential reading for anyone who wants to deal with those hurts in a constructive, healing, and Godhonoring manner." —Jim Daly, president, Focus on the Family "Leslie Leyland Fields and Jill Hubbard take us into raw, messy stories so we can be transformed by that mysterious and painful grace in the force called forgiveness." —Scot McKnight, Northern Seminary
Everything Is Fine A Memoir Simon and Schuster Granata was a thousand miles from home when he received shocking news that his younger brother, Tim, propelled by unchecked schizophrenia, had killed their mother in their childhood home. Devastated by the grief of
losing his mother, Granata was also consumed by the act itself, so incomprehensible that it overshadows every happy memory of life growing up in a seemingly idyllic middle-class family. He decides to examine the disease that irrecoverably changed his family's
destiny and piece together his brother's story. In the painstaking process of recovering the image of his remarkable mother and salvaging the love for his brother as Tim faces trial for their mother's murder, Granata provides a powerful and reaﬃrming portrait of loss
and forgiveness. -- adapted from jacket A Year of Reading A Month-by-Month Guide to Classics and Crowd-Pleasers for You or Your Book Group Sourcebooks, Inc. Desire a book to cozy up with by a wintery window? How about an addictive page-turner for sunbathing on
the beach? Thousands of new books are published each year, and if you're a book lover or just book curious choosing what to read next can seem like an impossible task. A Year of Reading relieves the anxiety by helping you ﬁnd just the right read, and includes fun and
interactive subcategories for each choice, including: • Description and history • Extra credit • Did You Know? • Have You Seen the Film? • and more! A Year of Reading also gives advice and tips on how to join or start a book group, and where to look for other reading
recommendations. Perfect for clubs or passionate individuals, this beautiful and concise second edition is the essential guide to picking up your next inspiring, entertaining, and thought-provoking book. A Homemade Life Stories and Recipes from My Kitchen Table
Simon and Schuster A creator of the award-winning Orangette blog presents a memoir about the life lessons she learned in the kitchens of her youth, in a recipe-complemented account that describes experiences of loss and love while enjoying her father's French toast,
her husband's pickles and her chocolate wedding cakes. Reprint. Betrayal by a Father and the Power of Forgiveness Xulon Press "True forgiveness...is liberating, empowering, and it breaks chains...Forgiveness is freedom, and it will bring true healing to your soul." While
today's culture doesn't typically embrace forgiveness following unfaithfulness, Rosa's family journey is a powerful one that conﬁrms true forgiveness doesn't mean you're weak; it means you're strong. This powerful memoir of unfaithfulness and redemption, which
ultimately leads to unbreakable family ties and complete restoration, is one everyone should read. Author Rosibel (Rosa) Hernandez's book, Betrayal by a Father and the Power of Forgiveness, is evidence of God's grace and power to break generational bondages. From
harboring deep feelings of hurt, anger, and resentment after her father's marital inﬁdelities to complete healing and wholeness, Rosa is very transparent through each emotional stage. Whatever the hurt or betrayal you've experienced, this book is sure to lead you on
the path to forgiveness and freedom. Also included are the author's "7 Steps to a Healed Heart," which will help guide you through your own journey. Healing and wholeness is possible, and it all starts with the Power of Forgiveness. Rosibel N. Hernandez was born in El
Salvador and at three years old she and her family immigrated to the Washington, DC, area. She received a bachelor of science degree from George Mason University and furthered her educational aspirations by completing a master of arts degree from Regent
University. In 2004, while attending Regent University, she was given the opportunity to study abroad at Oxford's Hertford College in England, where her passion for international travel began. She has traveled to over twenty-ﬁve countries across ﬁve continents and
hopes to visit ten additional destinations on her bucket list. Rosa is an entrepreneur, motivational speaker, and now a published author. She resides in Silver Spring, Maryland. The Glass Castle A Memoir Simon and Schuster Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose
ideals and stubborn nonconformity were their curse and their salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and their four children lived like nomads, moving among Southwest desert towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was a charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober, captured his
children's imagination, teaching them how to embrace life fearlessly. Rose Mary painted and wrote and couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for her family. When the money ran out, the Walls retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining town Rex had tried to
escape. As the dysfunction escalated, the children had to fend for themselves, supporting one another as they found the resources and will to leave home. Yet Walls describes her parents with deep aﬀection in this tale of unconditional love in a family that, despite its
profound ﬂaws, gave her the ﬁery determination to carve out a successful life. -- From publisher description. Learning to Forgive A Memoir of Doubt and Faith Wipf and Stock Publishers How do you forgive a person who has hurt your deeply? Why forgive someone who
does not deserve to be forgiven? Forgiveness is not easy, and often we discover that the person who needs to be forgiven the most is ourselves. As we forgive others and ourselves, we ﬁnd that we are the ones who have beneﬁted--forgiveness brings a peace to our
lives that no one can take away from us. Learning to Forgive: A Memoir of Doubt and Faith is the author's personal journey of forgiveness from a spiritual and psychological point of view. The book shows the reader how they can use their relationship with God, the
resources of the Christian faith, and their psychological understanding of themselves to learn how to forgive. As readers see that pastors are not immune to the challenges of everyday life, nor are they spared from abusive backgrounds, they will be encouraged to
embark on their own journeys of forgiveness or receive strength and hope for a journey already started. Tender at the Bone Growing Up at the Table Random House NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “An absolute delight to read . . . How lucky we are that [Ruth Reichl] had
the courage to follow her appetite.”—Newsday At an early age, Ruth Reichl discovered that “food could be a way of making sense of the world. If you watched people as they ate, you could ﬁnd out who they were.” Her deliciously crafted memoir Tender at the Bone is
the story of a life deﬁned, determined, and enhanced in equal measure by a passion for food, by unforgettable people, and by the love of tales well told. Beginning with her mother, the notorious food-poisoner known as the Queen of Mold, Reichl introduces us to the
fascinating characters who shaped her world and tastes, from the gourmand Monsieur du Croix, who served Reichl her ﬁrst foie gras, to those at her politically correct table in Berkeley who championed the organic food revolution in the 1970s. Spiced with Reichl’s
infectious humor and sprinkled with her favorite recipes, Tender at the Bone is a witty and compelling chronicle of a culinary sensualist’s coming-of-age. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Ruth Reichl's Delicious! Praise for Tender at the Bone “A poignant,
yet hilarious, collection of stories about people [Reichl] has known and loved, and who, knowingly or unknowingly, steered her on the path to fulﬁll her destiny as one of the world’s leading food writers.”—Chicago Sun-Times “While all good food writers are humorous .
. . few are so riotously, eﬀortlessly entertaining as Ruth Reichl.”—The New York Times Book Review “Reading Ruth Reichl on food is almost as good as eating it. . . . Reichl makes the reader feel present with her, sharing the experience.”—Washington Post Book World
“[In] this lovely memoir . . . we ﬁnd young Ruth desperately trying to steer her manic mother's unwary guests toward something edible. It's a job she does now . . . in her columns, and whose intimate imperatives she illuminates in this graceful book.”—The New Yorker
“A savory memoir of [Reichl’s] apprentice years . . . Reichl describes [her] experiences with infectious humor. . . . The descriptions of each sublime taste are mouthwateringly precise. . . . A perfectly balanced stew of memories.”—Kirkus Reviews Forgive Me Not A
Family Memoir of Regrets and Second Chances Archway Publishing In his early years, Gabe Raphel, a third-generation French perfumer, was young, arrogant, and only cared about making money and having fun. The future was something he rarely thought about because
he assumed it was secure. His family was wealthy, but because of arrogance and poor decisions he found himself without a job—and soon without a country to call home. He and his wife, Claudine, sailed to New York in 1956 with $600 to ﬁnd work and rebuild their
lives. Forgive Me Not, a ﬁctionalized memoir, chronicles the life of this well-to-do French family, starting with their unusual backgrounds and storybook lifestyle on the French Riviera. It begins in 1956 when author Catherine Raphel Stewart’s father visits his home for
the last time, and it ends with a family celebration in the California Bay area in 2002. In between those years, Forgive Me Not shares the Raphel family’s story as they experience the highs and lows of unintended consequences. Claudine—who had staﬀ in
France—becomes a nanny. Gabe ultimately ﬁnds work as a perfumer and begins to rebuild his reputation and lifestyle. The focus then switches to Stewart who, much like her father, placed self-gratiﬁcation ahead of common sense and ends up on a path that
threatened her future. Educated A Memoir Random House #1 NEW YORK TIMES, WALL STREET JOURNAL, AND BOSTON GLOBE BESTSELLER • One of the most acclaimed books of our time: an unforgettable memoir about a young woman who, kept out of school, leaves her
survivalist family and goes on to earn a PhD from Cambridge University “Extraordinary . . . an act of courage and self-invention.”—The New York Times NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW • ONE OF PRESIDENT
BARACK OBAMA’S FAVORITE BOOKS OF THE YEAR • BILL GATES’S HOLIDAY READING LIST • FINALIST: National Book Critics Circle’s Award In Autobiography and John Leonard Prize For Best First Book • PEN/Jean Stein Book Award • Los Angeles Times Book Prize Born to
survivalists in the mountains of Idaho, Tara Westover was seventeen the ﬁrst time she set foot in a classroom. Her family was so isolated from mainstream society that there was no one to ensure the children received an education, and no one to intervene when one of
Tara’s older brothers became violent. When another brother got himself into college, Tara decided to try a new kind of life. Her quest for knowledge transformed her, taking her over oceans and across continents, to Harvard and to Cambridge University. Only then
would she wonder if she’d traveled too far, if there was still a way home. “Beautiful and propulsive . . . Despite the singularity of [Westover’s] childhood, the questions her book poses are universal: How much of ourselves should we give to those we love? And how
much must we betray them to grow up?”—Vogue NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Washington Post • O: The Oprah Magazine • Time • NPR • Good Morning America • San Francisco Chronicle • The Guardian • The Economist • Financial Times •
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Newsday • New York Post • theSkimm • Reﬁnery29 • Bloomberg • Self • Real Simple • Town & Country • Bustle • Paste • Publishers Weekly • Library Journal • LibraryReads • Book Riot • Pamela Paul, KQED • New York Public Library Replacement Child Seal Press The
author recounts her discovery that she was conceived to replace a sister who died in a tragic accident and the eﬀect that this knowledge had on her relationship to her parents and surviving sister. The Magical Language of Others: A Memoir Tin House Books A tale of
deep bonds to family, place, language—of hard-won selfhood told by a singular, incandescent voice. The Magical Language of Others is a powerful and aching love story in letters, from mother to daughter. After living in America for over a decade, Eun Ji Koh’s parents
return to South Korea for work, leaving ﬁfteen-year-old Eun Ji and her brother behind in California. Overnight, Eun Ji ﬁnds herself abandoned and adrift in a world made strange by her mother’s absence. Her mother writes letters, in Korean, over the years seeking
forgiveness and love—letters Eun Ji cannot fully understand until she ﬁnds them years later hidden in a box. As Eun Ji translates the letters, she looks to history—her grandmother Jun’s years as a lovesick wife in Daejeon, the horrors her grandmother Kumiko witnessed
during the Jeju Island Massacre—and to poetry, as well as her own lived experience to answer questions inside all of us. Where do the stories of our mothers and grandmothers end and ours begin? How do we ﬁnd words—in Korean, Japanese, English, or any
language—to articulate the profound ways that distance can shape love? Eun Ji Koh fearlessly grapples with forgiveness, reconciliation, legacy, and intergenerational trauma, arriving at insights that are essential reading for anyone who has ever had to balance love,
longing, heartbreak, and joy. The Magical Language of Others weaves a profound tale of hard-won selfhood and our deep bonds to family, place, and language, introducing—in Eun Ji Koh—a singular, incandescent voice. Three Dreamers A Memoir of Family Ballantine
Books “As nourishing as a three-course Italian feast, this is a ﬁerce, moving tribute to the ties that bind.”—People (Book of the Week) The #1 New York Times bestselling author of Sleepers oﬀers a heartfelt homage to the women who taught him courage, kindness, and
the power of storytelling: his mother, his grandmother, and his late wife. Standing with his children near his grandmother’s grave on a recent trip to Ischia, an island oﬀ the coast of Naples, Lorenzo Carcaterra realized how much of his life has been shaped by the
women who taught him how to look for joy and overcome sorrow. This book is his tribute to them. Nonna Maria, his grandmother, gave him his ﬁrst taste of a loving home during the summers he spent with her as a teenager on Ischia. With her kindness, her humor, and
the same formidable strength she employed to make secret trips for food when the Nazis occupied Ischia during World War II, she instilled in him the importance of community, providing shelter for a boy whose home life was diﬃcult. His mother, Raﬀaela, dealt with
daily hardships: a loveless and abusive marriage, the burden of debt, and a life of dread. Though the lessons she taught were harsh, they would drive Lorenzo from the world they shared to the better one she always prayed he would ﬁnd. The third woman is his wife,
Susan, a gifted editor and his professional champion. Their marriage lasted three decades before her death from lung cancer in 2013. While their upbringings were wildly diﬀerent, their love and friendship never wavered—and neither did her faith in Lorenzo’s talent
and potential as a writer. The Sound of Gravel A Memoir Flatiron Books An instant New York Times bestseller “A haunting, harrowing testament to survival." — People Magazine “An addictive chronicle of a polygamist community.” — New York Magazine “Unforgettable”
— Entertainment Weekly The thirty-ninth of her father’s forty-two children, Ruth Wariner grew up in polygamist family on a farm in rural Mexico. In The Sound of Gravel, she oﬀers an unforgettable portrait of the violence that threatened her community, her family’s
ﬁerce sense of loyalty, and her own unshakeable belief in the possibility of a better life. An intimate, gripping tale of triumph and courage, The Sound of Gravel is a heart-stopping true story. Know My Name A Memoir Penguin Universally acclaimed, rapturously reviewed,
winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award for autobiography, and an instant New York Times bestseller, Chanel Miller's breathtaking memoir "gives readers the privilege of knowing her not just as Emily Doe, but as Chanel Miller the writer, the artist, the survivor,
the ﬁghter." (The Wrap). "I opened Know My Name with the intention to bear witness to the story of a survivor. Instead, I found myself falling into the hands of one of the great writers and thinkers of our time. Chanel Miller is a philosopher, a cultural critic, a deep
observer, a writer's writer, a true artist. I could not put this phenomenal book down." --Glennon Doyle, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Love Warrior and Untamed "Know My Name is a gut-punch, and in the end, somehow, also blessedly hopeful." --Washington
Post She was known to the world as Emily Doe when she stunned millions with a letter. Brock Turner had been sentenced to just six months in county jail after he was found sexually assaulting her on Stanford's campus. Her victim impact statement was posted on
BuzzFeed, where it instantly went viral--viewed by eleven million people within four days, it was translated globally and read on the ﬂoor of Congress; it inspired changes in California law and the recall of the judge in the case. Thousands wrote to say that she had
given them the courage to share their own experiences of assault for the ﬁrst time. Now she reclaims her identity to tell her story of trauma, transcendence, and the power of words. It was the perfect case, in many ways--there were eyewitnesses, Turner ran away,
physical evidence was immediately secured. But her struggles with isolation and shame during the aftermath and the trial reveal the oppression victims face in even the best-case scenarios. Her story illuminates a culture biased to protect perpetrators, indicts a
criminal justice system designed to fail the most vulnerable, and, ultimately, shines with the courage required to move through suﬀering and live a full and beautiful life. Know My Name will forever transform the way we think about sexual assault, challenging our
beliefs about what is acceptable and speaking truth to the tumultuous reality of healing. It also introduces readers to an extraordinary writer, one whose words have already changed our world. Entwining pain, resilience, and humor, this memoir will stand as a modern
classic. Chosen as a BEST BOOK OF 2019 by The New York Times Book Review, The Washington Post, TIME, Elle, Glamour, Parade, Chicago Tribune, Baltimore Sun, BookRiot Animal, Vegetable, Miracle A Year of Food Life Harper Collins Bestselling author Barbara
Kingsolver returns with her ﬁrst nonﬁction narrative that will open your eyes in a hundred new ways to an old truth: You are what you eat. "As the U.S. population made an unprecedented mad dash for the Sun Belt, one carload of us paddled against the tide, heading
for the Promised Land where water falls from the sky and green stuﬀ grows all around. We were about to begin the adventure of realigning our lives with our food chain. "Naturally, our ﬁrst stop was to buy junk food and fossil fuel. . . ." Hang on for the ride: With
characteristic poetry and pluck, Barbara Kingsolver and her family sweep readers along on their journey away from the industrial-food pipeline to a rural life in which they vow to buy only food raised in their own neighborhood, grow it themselves, or learn to live
without it. Their good-humored search yields surprising discoveries about turkey sex life and overly zealous zucchini plants, en route to a food culture that's better for the neighborhood and also better on the table. Part memoir, part journalistic investigation, Animal,
Vegetable, Miracle makes a passionate case for putting the kitchen back at the center of family life and diversiﬁed farms at the center of the American diet. "This is the story of a year in which we made every attempt to feed ourselves animals and vegetables whose
provenance we really knew . . . and of how our family was changed by our ﬁrst year of deliberately eating food produced from the same place where we worked, went to school, loved our neighbors, drank the water, and breathed the air." A Dream Called Home A
Memoir Washington Square Press From bestselling author of the remarkable memoir, The Distance Between Us comes an inspiring account of one woman’s quest to ﬁnd her place in America as a ﬁrst-generation Latina university student and aspiring writer determined to
build a new life for her family one fearless word at a time. “Here is a life story so unbelievable, it could only be true” (Sandra Cisneros, bestselling author of The House on Mango Street). As an immigrant in an unfamiliar country, with an indiﬀerent mother and abusive
father, Reyna had few resources at her disposal. Taking refuge in words, Reyna’s love of reading and writing propels her to rise above until she achieves the impossible and is accepted to the University of California, Santa Cruz. Although her acceptance is a triumph,
the actual experience of American college life is intimidating and unfamiliar for someone like Reyna, who is now estranged from her family and support system. Again, she ﬁnds solace in words, holding fast to her vision of becoming a writer, only to discover she knows
nothing about what it takes to make a career out of a dream. Through it all, Reyna is determined to make the impossible possible, going from undocumented immigrant of little means to “a ﬁerce, smart, shimmering light of a writer” (Cheryl Strayed, author of Wild); a
National Book Critics Circle Award Finalist whose “power is growing with every book” (Luis Alberto Urrea, Pultizer Prize ﬁnalist); and a proud mother of two beautiful children who will never have to know the pain of poverty and neglect. Told in Reyna’s exquisite,
heartfelt prose, A Dream Called Home demonstrates how, by daring to pursue her dreams, Reyna was able to build the one thing she had always longed for: a home that would endure. Forgiveness A Gift from My Grandparents HarperCollins Canada #1 NATIONAL
BESTSELLER When the Second World War broke out, Ralph MacLean chose to escape his troubled life on the Magdalen Islands in eastern Canada and volunteer to serve his country overseas. Meanwhile, in Vancouver, Mitsue Sakamoto saw her family and her stable
community torn apart after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. Like many young Canadian soldiers, Ralph was captured by the Japanese army. He would spend the war in prison camps, enduring pestilence, beatings and starvation, as well as a journey by hell ship to
Japan to perform slave labour, while around him his friends and countrymen perished. Back in Canada, Mitsue and her family were expelled from their home by the government and forced to spend years eking out an existence in rural Alberta, working other people's
land for a dollar a day. By the end of the war, Ralph emerged broken but a survivor. Mitsue, worn down by years of back-breaking labour, had to start all over again in Medicine Hat, Alberta. A generation later, at a high school dance, Ralph's daughter and Mitsue's son
fell in love. Although the war toyed with Ralph's and Mitsue's lives and threatened to erase their humanity, these two brave individuals somehow surmounted enormous transgressions and learned to forgive. Without this forgiveness, their grandson Mark Sakamoto
would never have come to be.
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